Snow Box Construction Design Rules:
1. Only Regular cardboard, duct tape, masking tape, scotch tape, glue, paper and
paint may be used to construct the cardboard sled.
2. Any type of paint except lead may be used to decorate the sleds.
3. No industrial pressed cardboard and no plastics of any kind.
4. Sled cannot be wrapped in plastic, shrink wrap, or anything else.
5. No wood, glass, metal, staples, twine or wire will be permitted on sled.
6. Keep designs family friendly! - No Profanity allowed.
You may not use:
 Corrugated plastics or other corrugated materials; cardboard that is bonded to
other materials; epoxy reinforced cardboard; or any other card boards that raise
concern. If there is any doubt, don’t use it.
 Tar-based substances; epoxy glue; fiberglass resin; two part varnishes or any
other two part substances; or glues that harden into solids that may be deemed
dangerous or may potentially leave hazardous debris on the sledding hill.
 Screws of any sort of metal material including nails; staples or any other means of
holding your sled together that may be deemed dangerous or may potentially
leave hazardous debris on the sledding hill.
Race participants/Race Rules:
 Hand held ski poles or steering mechanisms will not be allowed.
 No practice runs will be allowed.
 Participants are encouraged to wear protective head gear.
 Signed waivers/entry forms must be completed prior to participation.
 Any race official who deems a box to be potentially unsafe or not constructed in
accordance with the rules has the authority to disqualify race team in question. A
snow box sled must pass inspection to be eligible for any award or prize. You will
have an opportunity to fix a violation and be re-inspected.
 No strapping into the snow box.
 Teams must be able to stop their craft at the bottom of the hill.
 The decision of officials concerning awards or disqualifications is final
 Un-sportsmanlike conduct is grounds for disqualification.
 All teams are responsible for cleaning up their snow box and taking it home with
them to dispose of, any teams that do not comply will not be allowed to compete
again next year.
 Up to six people may construct the snow box, but rides will be limited to 2
occupants per sled.
 To qualify as a finishing participant of the competition all sleds, parts and
participants must cross the finish line in one piece! Participants should make
every possible effort to remain in their sleds for the duration of the ride.

